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COf\IPUTERS ANU CR nm 
* Robert P. Abbott, Manager, RISOS Project, 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California 

Livermore, California 94550 

ABSTRACT 

The involvement of computers in criminal acts can take the form of the 

outright theft of private data in storage, the changing or.manipulating of 

stored data, or simply the use of the computer as a convenient tool or 

accessory in the. cO'.1mission of a crime. In the latter case the computer 

is used as a storag ~ or output medium for criminally manipulated information 
}/ 

that has escaped ~he data checking and ;auditlng pi-ocedures that are part of 

the system. This paper describes types of computer-related crime that have 

been discovered. In particular~" it' focuses on subversion of a computer's 

operating system - i. e. that set of programs . that control the allocat.ion of 

a computer' s \~'resources for theexecuticin of th~ various problems that the 

computer must solve. A typical-i'case' hi'st'ory' of' computer crime is looked at 

in detail. This paper ,also 'describes the: actiJitie~r of Qne group currently . 
investigating the, .problem of opclta-t:il'ig" system,jsecurity. This group is the 

\) 

'RISOS Project (for R0sealcn In 'S!31:tired Operating Systems) at Lawrence 

l.ivermore Laboratory. Th~ profec't, w~ich"Ys' fun4ed~by ARPA, is devel(j~ping 

a wicf.e Variety of computer-assisted "tools'( and methods for the testin,\~ and 

I 
I 
I 

l evaluation of s~ft\oJare se~urity. 

,. 

'I< 
This work i.s performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy 

Commi,ssion. The RISOS,;Proj oct is sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects 

,.Agency oft'heDe~nt of DefC5'llSe under ARPA Order Nt>. 2166. 
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Introduction 

Over the past two years the news media has printed many stories relating 

crimes and some type of computing activity. A few representative headlines 

were: 

e This man stole $1 million from the phone company. 

Ct. Police under investigation for alleged sale of crime data in 

police data bank. 

G Crooked operators use computers to embezzle money from companies . 

• Computer theft by computer. 

Is this a passing fancy or will we see more of it? Why is there a sudden 

interest in committing a computer related crime? If we are going to think 

about the subject of crime and computers; we may as well begin by examining 

those t140· classical aspects of a crime: ~fotive and Modus 'bperandL 

Mot.ive· 

,The quest ion ,is: Why should a computer be involved in a crime? The 

answer must pe that either the computer contains something of value or it can 

~ ...... 

assist' someone iry obtaining something of value. lihether we recognize value or 

'hot it is~'nonetheless, fast becoming a crime to obtain certain types of 

. computer ,conta;ined information. Computer-s, Privacy, Confidentialitx; Security: 

these four'words bring to mind a host of legi.:;lation whiCh seeks to protect 

. '. , .. the individuiH citizen • 

. AU forms of government and commerce make use of the computer. Privacy 

relates to the' fact that information contained in these computers is freq~entlY~ 

, . or deliberately, descriptive of an individual person. That indj,vidual has a 

(J ... 

t . * .. 
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right to his privacy. His privacy will be infringed if data about him is 

released without his due authorizat: "'. and approval .. Such a release is a 

':iolation of', the confidentiality which he expect£': the computer and its 
.0 

supporting personnel to maintain. The computer and its suppor~lng personnel 

must maintain po.licies and procedures which provide security for the contained 

information. rn short, privacy relates to the individual, confidentiality 

relates to the treatment of data about the individual, and security relates 
" 

to the policies and procedures which govern the computer's operation. 

l~ithin the government sector there are data banks which contain ,. . '. 

information on criminals, criminal activities, national security, military 

posture, taxes, health, education and welfare. In commerce th~re are computer 

records of inventory, credit and ownership. The intelligence~nd'military \. 
/, C ' .. 

~." ~ "jI -'" ',":.; ~ : ~ '''0.' >c ::' ~ f- ~.4.~ • 

communities have long had regulations for the protection of their data. It 

is.only recently that the remaining portion of government and private 

industry have focused on legislation making it a crime to violate an 
~. ~." .. t~~. ~",". 

individual's privacy through the unauthorized dis~ribution' ~f' ~orrfici'en,rial 

data. '} '. 

Thus, if we ignore the national security and military issues, there 

is some motivation to obtain confidential ,data. This information 'could be 
" 

. 'turned 'to profit either monetarily. Cir politically. Blackmail and. extor'tion 

\ have traditionally paid high rewards. Character assassinat;ion ha:s been'.put 

to use by some individuals for ~olitical purpo'ses~ The release of income 

\ tax. information about Ronald Reagan, Governor of California, is a caso in 

; point although computers were not used in that particular release. 

;~ 
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It is my personal opinion that computerized records of ownership are 

likely to become a more common target than personal data. ~foney is not stored 

in a computer. The record of who owns it is stored in computer form. The 

same.is true of property, both real and personal. 

As an example, consider the possibility of modifying the record of 

ownership of a large sum of money. 
r 

More specifically, suppose that the record 
I 

is modified on a Friday to show that I o\m that money. Suppose further, that~~ 
\, 

-::;A\ 

I invest t!l~t money in commercial paper. At this peint the bank officials 

\dll examine E!l. record to see if I own the money and t:~.e computer will verify 

that I do. Everyone" believes the computer printout. On Monday I will 

liquidate the commercial paper, ldthdraw th~ profi~ t an~ change the computer 

record back to shol'/ the original ownership, _ 
r . . i,:. .. ¥' ' .. ~ 

Al tho~gh this, example is. r~ther sQphist~cated ~ the financial rewardi can 

be of such magnitude as to justify the effort and' :dsk requ~red to accomplish 

the deed. I believe that this try.e of crime will. be.gin to occur simply 
~ , '" • t " '!:' .,.. 

because more and more records of ownership are b~ing stored in computer form. 
,:;',!, '~ ...... ~ ..... ~ :J.," ,,,,' . ~ ':, ,~. ' ... __ ,r 

Modus Operandi , 1 
!. 

',:: ,,," ... 

Just how might CI. c'omp{ter be uSf:d in a criminal ac.tivity? One use can 
'. '(. 

be as a tool. Perhaps the c1a:'ssic ~xamp1.e of all time for this use can be 
.~. . -. -

seen in I;')xa.-nining the Equity Fun.ding case. Here, one computer ,.,as used to 
,h "., " "" ." 

prepare datai.,hich was used to fool anot.her computer for the purpose of 

committing an insurance fraud. The first computer prc::pared records of 

nonexistent insurance policies which we:?e then inclUded, by the Corporate 
(f .. 

computer center, into the records of the company. The auditors could not 

detect the difference. 

,) 

" 

" 
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Equity Funding was ~.!. 'a computer crime. The crime was the manipulation 

of the value of Equity Funding stock by the appearance of a continued increase 

. in insurance sal t>S. 
l' 
Another use of a computer in the commission of a'crime is to make an 

assault on the computer itself. In the previous example of modifying the 

record of ownership of a sum of money, an assault on the computer would be 

required. Normally, the word assault would bring to mind a violation of 

physical security controls -some 'use of force to gain entry. There are 

effective countermeasures against this type of assault. Today's computer 

systems provide a ne\'/ avenue for. assault - telecommunication lines and the 

remote terminal. 

There are physical security aspects to telec.ommunication lines just as 

the:re are physical sec'urity aspects to controlling access to the actual 
•. ". : jI ;: ,~' \' '_ 11 .~ ~) .. o,.., ' .. ~ ;. • ~ :; ,.<.... '" '" ' .. ' •• 

computer center. FOr the purpose of this paper, let us leave guards, guns, 

fences, wire tapping, etc. to those of you who are experts ort those subjects. 

·We shall restrict Qurselves to consideration.s of software security and how 

~t17eycan.beused in an 'assault on the computer. To put it anothel' way, we 

'shall examine' s.oftware' 'security as a Modus Operandi in committing a crime. 

SecuritL. in the Computer Itself 
. " 

, Th~ ~aj6~ resp~nsibility for security inside the computer rests in the 

Operating ~ystem c&" the computer as compared to any of the Application 
i • _ • ~ • 

Programs'\.jhich rUn in the computer. The relationship betwe'en an Operating 

System and an Application Program is. very similar in nature to the 
\) i'! 

relationship of a flight controller and the pilot of an airplane. A pilot 

is in absolute control of his aircraft and its contents. An Application 

I 
I 
I 
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Program is in absolute control of the process which it performs. The,application 

process may be payroll, a. management information system, or a calculation of 

does not infringe on the airspace of another aircraft. 

In a time-shared or multi-access computer system, The Operating System 

is in charge of all computer resources: memory space, disk,tape, card reader, 

printer, etc. If an Application Program requires memory space in 'which to run, 

the, Operating System allocates the space, If the Application Program requires 

disk, or tape, the Operating System allocates disk or tape and actually performs 

the &,ct of reading or writing on the device at the request of the Application 

Program. Since it controls all resources t al1ocates, aU resourc;es and can 

access all resources, the Operating.System must be of the,hi'gh~s~' security. 

integrity. If it should be compromised J all data'within the computer would 

be similarly compromised. 

. " ',,' .... ' . 

t>fethods of Attack 

,~, . ~ 

There are a number of methods by which an 'Opera:ting 'System' ~!a» ·blt-: "',,,~, •. :, 

compromised. Each method can be invoked ip many different ways. To illustrate 

the pOint, consider the following exampie l'lhich w'i1l work dn ma:nyOp:eta:t:in~( " 

Systems (OS): 

You write a pi'ogram \'lhich requests that the OS 'proVid~' you"With}' 

read/write access to a file' named JOE_ In reaHty J you know 'that 

there is no file named JOE. The as will not knot" that it does not; 

exist until it has conducted a search of its file dh"ectory ~and 

" 

'.t,. 

(t 
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failed to match the name. In conducting the search, most as will 

make use of sam'} of your assigned memory space to conduct the 

search. That is to say~ the as will read a block of file directory 

intc some of your memory space and search it for the name JOE. The 

as \'Ii11 conti.nue to do this until it reaches the end of the directory, 

at which time the as will return control to your program along with 

some message to you that there is no· file .l}ame JOE. 
I 
I 
I 

Most as' \'/i11 not have zeroed out the memory space which it used. If this 

is the case, your program may search this space and print out for you whatever 
\. 

was in the last block of the directory. This may consist of the file names 
.. 

of other peoples' fiXes, their own~rsl name, the access combination, etc~ 
... 1 ,~ , 

It. takes little imagi'ilation to prOject what use c'oufci'be made of this information. 

In the software security biX;iires's,' this techn'{que' is called "Scavenging.'" 

It comes in many different si~es, shapes, and colors. A more difficult, but 

much more rewarding method of compromise would be ,to trick the as into thinking 

that your program is actually a part0f,Fhe ,QS.;u This :is possible because of 

the relationship between the OS and anApPl~catiori pr~gram. The as operates 

in a privileged or Master Mode where ''i~: i~l.ribe: iiffo~ded' all privileges and 
.'.f". 

" 

accessibilities. 
., ~,'" ".."". ' 

At this point in this paper '<Ie mllst'recognize that the OS which are in 
'" lit,' ,. 

uSe today were not designed with security ~n min~. There are very few 

countermeasures built into an as. Eac~ pS r~pre5ents. a. large investment in 
1 

tiome and money. It is impossible to rapidly make a new as which is a secure 
I 

" . 
entity with sufficient built in countermeasures. Some kind of retrofit process 

is necessary to ,make use of our present as. The retrofit process must include 

an examination of the as to reveal the location of. security flaws ~othat 

o 

.:, 
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appropriate countermeasures can be invoked. If the examination is thorough, 

as it must be, it would be applicable as a verifying process in checking out 

OS which are advertised as being secure. 

An examination or audit of the. security features of an OS is a very 

recent occurrence. The first attempt probably took place in 1970.. From 

1970 until 1972 security audits were conducted by a small number of informally 

organized teams of extremely competent computeJ; scientists. In fact the 

number of groups numbered less than five and contained on the order 2-3 persons 

each. The entire process \oJas oriented towards demonstrating that there was 

indeed a security problem. As such, it was sufficient to locate one or two 

flaws and then make the observation that since this only took them a few days 

to find, it must be true that there are thousands more in any OS. From an 

academic point 6f view, this proved the case that there was a need for the 

complete redesign of all existing OS for the p~rpo~e of implanting security. 

Note these points: 

I) Even if securely design~d OS were available, there would still be 
{} 

the need for an audit to verify the statement. 
~ ':' . , .. ,I'. 

e The methods used by the early. audit teams were land om in nature. 
, 

o A systematic and thorough examination procedure must be devised. 

\) Exj,sting OS must. be used until, they can be economically replaced. 
- ' .. :.' ~\- ',."': '.~, . -. .,' '" : ' . '.' . '. I 

o Flaws in existing OS must be located and ,repaired to the point . : 
1 J .. ! 

that the OS are usable in a secure sense. 

CD The' ear~y teams rapidly lost interest in performing such 

examinations. 
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The IUSGS Proj ect 

To address these issues, a group Has formed to conduct Research In 

Secured Qperating ~stelJls (RISOS). RISOS consists of about 15 to 20 cC'Jmputer 

scientists, electronic engine(~rs, and statistic:ians located at the . Layn-ence 

Livermore LaboratoFY' The Advanced Research !:,.rojects ~gency (ARPA) of the 

U. S. Department of Defense has provided $1. 8 mi~Uon to sustain the group 

over a three year period. The group's attentior.l is focused on those 

time-shared and/or remote access systems which support the hardware of the -

severt largest computer manufacturers. The fact that there are similarities 

between the various as allow RISOS to generalize a flaw found on a particular 

system to be applicable to other systems. 

One of the first tasks undertaken by RISOS \'las to understand the nature" 

of the much rumored student assaults on":Campus computers. The story \~as tha.t 

university students could find all system flaws w,ith almost no effort and in 

fact did it daily as an exercise in offing the syste:m. Our findings revealed 

th:lt this was far from the case. In fact, it appears that if 100 s.tudents' 

were to' be turned loose on a particular system, the di.ances are Very,strqng :. 

tha t. they would each find the same error rather than each one findillg ·a" f ' ••..• 

different error. This fact serves to erilpha.size the need for a syst.ematic 

<methodology for the e~amination of an as for security flaws. It is. easy'to,·.~ 

identify the giraffes, but it is difficult to trap the mice. 

Th,e two largest "efforts within RISOS are: 1) to identify the ·classes..", 

of security errors and 2} to make use of computers themselves in locating ' •. '. 

'their errors. The previous example of "scavengingll is one class of',error 

which can be present within an as. At the present time there appears to be 

t 
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less than twenty distinct classes of security flaws. The need to automate the 

search for errors can be seen by examining the size of today's as. They contain 

anywhere from 2 to 6 million lines of instructions. Not eve~ the designers of 

such systems at'e able to retai~l intimate kno\,11edg'e of any sizable' portion of 

these as, 

RISOS makes use of computers in both the arialysis and the exam~?mt~,ion of 
: ..,v-

an as. During the analysis, the as is treated as a data base. Several programs 

operate on this data base and point out to the skilled examiner certain areas 

which might contain logical or implementation' errors which would influence 

software security. It is still a human chore to verify that the machine-located 

areas do or do not contain errors. A project. of longer range is to Use the 

computer to model the interactions of an as in order to understand how time 

dependent sequences of activities may impact security. 
~'.. ~. ..- " 

D'uring the evaluation of a specific as, RISOS makes use of a mini-corr-puter 

to assist in conducting the examination. The mini serves as a means of recordihg 

the test ~vents and results, retrieving and presenting to the system under test· 

those strategies \,'Ihich were previously successful in compromising similar 
.. 

systems ,and 'serving as a powerful tool in assisting in the overall test process • 

. ' Thete~JmolQgy which is being developed byij,ISOS is specifically intended 

tQ be applicabl,e in thl'! systematic and methodical examination or audit of an' 
,': 

',' 

OS.- ~.:rechniques are,used which are designed to prevent the most sophisticated 

>assaults',on·'a~·comp4ter's security features. It has been difficult to obtain 
.'/ 

!~'.: .: "informat:ibn on'actual cases in which any sophisticated subversion has been 

applied inord'er to illegally obtain either access or information. This;i~ 

.. due in part to a great reluctance to reveal such occurrences. Governments are 

: (I .. . 
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reluctant to make it knolffi t.hat nationally sensitive information has been' 

compromised. Businesses are similarly reluctant to make their clients ~ware 

of the fact that their computer security is lax to the point that a client ,'5 

data is available to others - perhaps their competit.ors. 

The only source of information I~hich is available to us is in the 

! court records of cases which have resulted in criminal or civil litigation. 

The result is that we cannot report on a large number of;:1nstances in which 
,) 

sophistic~ted compromises have been successful. Donn Parker of Stanford 

Research Institute has assumed the role of historian of computer criminal 

actions. He has published two reports on this subject. From information 

provided by Mr. Parker and from information gained by attending the trial 

proceedings we shall review one case in which s?ecial knowledge and 

circumstances resulted in a criminal violation ofa computer center. As we 

go along, ''Ie shall point out certain security vulnerabilities. 

The UCC-ISD Case 
. ! :~ : .. ,,' 3 

Information Systems Design (lSI)) is a computer service bur~au. in ",. 

Oakland, California orr-ering Univac 1108 computer, .servtc~s. {:U.!liversit,y . '~" ""'," 

Computing Corporation (UCC) is another computer s.ervice. bureau which, ~t the 
~ ... . -.,. . " 

t;ime of this ind r!ent, was offe~ing services, also on ~)Jn;ivac: g.o.a ,. ,~r9Iih . 

I Palo Al to, California. A third company, Shell Developm~~t;,So~z:porat~(;m \'la;5' 

a client of both ISD and UCC. Shell purchased computer tim~. by remote ~., . 

.' terminal connection from both companies. Shell WaS in the practic~ of ;using 

either prQvider to execute its programs. This provided Shell with a form . ' 

.I 

<~ 
... ·4/' 

- -:~ 

of backup insurance which is advised by most experts on the physical aspects 
II 
,I 
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of computer security. Shell was a good client, so that when Shell requested 

that its account number be the same at both, uee and ISO there was no hesitation 

a.t granting'lthe request. 

ISO, of course, had other clients, one of I'lhich was Aerojet General of 

Sacramento, California. A principal advantage of. the ISO service to I\erojet 

was a graph-plotting program which had been proprietarily developed by ISO. 
: 1 

The plotting program operated with unusual efficiency, thereby rQducing the: 
t 

amo1lnt of computer connect time required to perform plotting. Attempts by vee 

to undersell ISO at Aerojet were always hampered by the efficiency of the plot 

progl'am. 

~ Jeff Ward, an employee of uee, entbarked upon a plan to acquir.e a copy 

of the coveted plot program. Ward was a member of the uee system staff and as 
" 

o;uch had intimat~-=-. knowledge of the uee syst.em.Hewas ul1usuallywell prepared 

to attack the ISO system. His plan was simple. A visit to the common client, 

Shell, revealed that the phone numbers of both ISO and uee were plainlY visible 

on the wall near Sheil's teI'11\inal. . Re~urn:j.ng. to the uee premises,l~ard 

dialed the ISP number, used the common Shell accO'unt number, and gained a.ccess 

to the ISO machine. 

It is not kno\,!n whether .there was a' securi ty ,;'feature which required a 

secret password in addition to the account Jlumb~r. ,It doesn't really matter 

since Ward was not detected in.,his· surreptitious entry to the system. If there 

,r, was such a pass''lord mechanism,,' it did not'stop him" it did not record his 

.. 

" -, 

presence, and it did not noti!fy: the I·SO security officer that an attempt was, 
':-::~::::'I 

being made to gain entry. All of these functions should ,be the responsibility 

of the OS in any system • 

.") ! I (i 

.; 
, ,,0 
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Once he was -connected to the ISO computer, We.rd quite literally brOl'/sed 

around inside the computer until he had located the plot program. His search 

\vas facilita.tedby the fact that Aerojet had inn()cen'i:1y given the name of 

the program to uee representati v0s. The name and location o:f the desired 

program was kept in a file directory, < while the program itself was kept in a.-

file; both items l.,rere thus resident in the computer. Access to either the 

directory or to the file should have been controlled. Here again, password 

and aCcess checks should have been made by the OS. Current legislation 

which is pending before many state legislatures 'and before the congress 

give proper address to this issue by rf:quiring that a record be kept of all 

" , .... 

accesses to personal data kept in computer data banks. Thus, the mere 

fact that Mr. I~ard accessed the directory and subsequently accessed the 

. • r 

, . _ fp~ i;~~,e!fshould have been recorded by the OS. 

Ward caused the plot program to be printed on his terminal at uee. He 

had ~ucceeded in ac~uiring the program. Unfortunately for Ward, he did not 

_ . ,stop tq~re,. I~hy· -not have the ISD machine prepare a punched card deck for 
, . 

Mm-' a1so?:- "This wOiild do away with the tedious and boring job of keypunching 

.; _,·t,hepr(),gr:;ul1.£6r""~l1try' to the uee system. In making this request, Ward 
_ • "; " •.• ; .\",;/1 ''''. f ~ " 

- overlook'ed-a'fea,ture';of the lSI) system;;\ l'/hereas the uee system evidently 

'""': ,;;punched de,cks on,customer's own card punch units, the ISD system did not': 
• '11<' + .. ' ~ . " ',' 

N 
. /,'; ~ps:t;,ead, it punched the decks at ISO' and had 'them physically transported to 
,-

"the ):ljent is _p:t;emises. And so it was that the deck in question showed' up at 

'-' She'll, was rej ectedby Shell as not having requested any such deck, was 

01.. ;. 
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. rctuincd to ISU and was finally identified a~ 2 copy of th~ much valued plot 
('\ 

l'ros;rmn. rsu was now' alerted :lnd I)cgan tCJ investigate. 

Tdcphone taps revealed that :Ofr. Ward '''as still hooking up to ISO. lIis 

location was identified, and a search ~larrant ''las issued: Among the usual 

potpourri cOlltainer{'::ln the search warrant \-/US the unusual demand to search the 

I1CC computer.' 'llowdo you do that? /low many law enforcement agencies are 

uquipped.to carry out such a directive? In this case, a representative from 

ISf) accompani ed the law enforcement officials to the IJCC premises. Athis 

request, the contents of memory and the contents of various tapes and discs 

were printed out and confiscated. Naturally. the ISIJ reprcsentati'Je examined 

tIle printouts for purposes of identifying the stolen lSI) property. This whole 

CClurse of actiol1 is very strange to attorneys ar,t,l humorous. to knowledgable 

computer people. Part of the computer's contents had to be the records of 

all valid UCC clients, their account activity, and any data files which 

they were, in good fai di', maintaining on the UCc'machine. These data files 

could contaj n information which these companies h~id to be/lpr~~riet'iir;" .' b ,"'" 

and confidential in nature. 
r. ~~ " ,. 

_ .. .,' 

The entire ISlJ-UCC story might be viel'led as~: com~d~~:~t' ig~'b'rah6e,~ ";'~'+h~l r ','., 

would make the e'xpel'ience a humorous one. Unfortu'i1ate!iy~.: i<t\"a~' a've;y·~~~'i:i6~·~tt.::.\ 

lesson for all of l:s. It is ohvious that neither ISO nor UCC had previously 
,,' , ' 

" ' 
paid much attenti on td securi ty - and' I mean all aspects of security ~ The 

physical, au~Jnist~ative,operati(jnal, and softl·m:te security of ISD. Shell, anu 

Aeroj et ,c;olltributilu to the success of the incident. These th'i:eecompanies ~r~ 

not that much difFerent from the companies represented here at this conference 

"as far as security awareness and securitypractic,es areco,ncerned. Although 
15< 
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. no suits resulted from the info·rmation 1eay resulting from the search of the 

computer~ we must look at the potentially contributive role which the act of 
• 

law enforcement may have played. It cert'ainly serY~s to highl ight the need' 

, for more understanding of appropriate procedures. As far as Mr. Ward is 

concerned J he feels that he has done no wrong. Donn Parker reports that this 

is the usual reaction on the part of computer related people who have stepped 

across the legal line. Finally, as was the case with the ISD-UCC trial, the 

courts do not know how to.analyze the complexities of computer technology 

which arise in a litigation. From a law enforcement point of view I think 

,this means that. much more care must be used in collecting the evidence to be 

used. 

Conclusion 

This paper has illustrated why crimes involving a computer should be on 

the increase. Sophisticated methods of gaining access to computer'based data 

were reviewed. An in-depth analysis of software security mechanisms represents 

an eff~ctive countermeasure agains:C unal,lth~rizeq"oraccidental disclosure, 

modification, or destruction of computer cont a fned data. 
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